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The Price equation partitions the change in the expected value of a population measure. The
first component describes the partial change caused by altered frequencies. The second component
describes the partial change caused by altered measurements. In biology, frequency changes often
associate with the direct effect of natural selection. Measure changes reflect processes during
transmission that alter trait values. More broadly, the two components describe the direct forces
that change population composition and the altered frame of reference that changes measured
values. The classic Price equation is limited to population statistics that can expressed as the
expected value of a measure. Many statistics cannot be expressed as expected values, such as the
harmonic mean and the family of rescaled diversity measures. We generalize the Price equation
to any population statistic that can be expressed as a function of frequencies and measurements.
We obtain the generalized partition between the direct forces that cause frequency change and the
altered frame of reference that changes measurements.

Introduction

frame of reference are abstractions of the biologists’
components of natural selection and transmission.
A recent collection of articles celebrates the 50th
anniversary of the Price equation and summarizes
applications across a wide variety of disciplines 8 .
The classic Price equation describes change in
any population statistic that can be written in the
form of an expected value. Many population statistics cannot be written in that form 9 .
This article generalizes the Price equation to handle most other forms of population statistics. We
end up with the same generic partitioning of population change into two components: the forces that
alter the frequencies of the entities that make up
the population holding constant the measurements
on each entity and the forces that alter the measurements on each entity holding constant the frequencies 10 .

The Price equation has been used in many disciplines to study the forces that cause change in populations 1 . In evolutionary biology, the equation
separates the changes in traits caused by natural selection from the changes in traits that arise during
transmission 2 . The abstract expression of change
often highlights general principles. For example,
the Price equation shows that certain patterns of
correlation between individuals provide sufficient
statistics for the evolutionary forces that influence
altruistic behaviors, the basis for kin selection theory 3,4 .
The Price equation has also been used in ecology to partition change in diversity indices into direct and indirect processes 5 . Economists have used
the equation to model the evolution of firms 6,7 . In
physics and other disciplines, the Price equation
neatly separates change caused by directly acting
forces from change that arises indirectly from an altered frame of reference 1 . The direct forces and the

The Classic Price Equation
Consider a population statistic that can be written
as the expected value of some measurement
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z̄ =

X

qi zi = q · z.

i
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with the notation

The index i denotes subsets of the population. The
frequencies qi describe the weighting of each subset. The measurements zi are any value that may
be associated with subsets. The statistic z̄ is the
expected value of the measurement.
Vector notation provides a more compact expression. The vectors q and z run over the indices
i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The dot product, q · z, yields the
summation that defines the expected value.
For any population statistic that can be written
as an expected value, the classic form of the Price
equation partitions the total change in the statistic
into two components. If we define the statistic in
the altered population as z̄ 0 = q0 · z0 , then

∆z̄ = ∆q z̄ + ∆z z̄,

in which ∆q is the partial change with respect to q,
and ∆z is the partial change with respect to z when
evaluated in the altered population. See Frank 1 for
the abstract mathematical properties of the classic Price equation and applications of that abstract
interpretation.
In biology, the partial frequency changes, ∆q , often associate with natural selection, which directly
changes frequencies in proportion to Fisher’s average excess in fitness. The partial measure changes,
∆z , often associate with changes in trait values during transmission. Thus, the Price equation provides
a general separation between selection and transmission.

∆z̄ = q0 · z0 − q · z
= q0 · z 0 − q0 · z + q0 · z − q · z
= q0 · ∆z + ∆q · z.

The Generalized Price Equation

It is convenient to switch the order of the terms in
the last line
∆z̄ = ∆q · z + q0 · ∆z.

(2)

Many population statistics cannot be expressed as
the expected value of a particular measurement.
Consider any population statistic that can be written as f (q, z), where f is a function that maps the
population frequencies and measurements to some
value. For example,

(1)

This expression provides the most basic form of the
classic Price equation. Frank 10 relates this vector
form to other notations, such as the covariance and
expectation used by Price 11,12 .
Equation 1 follows the strictly defined set mapping scheme for the relations between entities in the
two populations given in Frank 10 . For example, qi0
is the frequency of entities in the altered population
derived from entities in the original population with
index i. Our extension in the following section also
adheres to that strictly defined set mapping. See
Frank 10 for further details.
The Price equation is simply the chain rule for
differences applied to a population statistic. The
first term on the right-hand side of eqn 1 describes
the change in frequencies when holding the measurements constant. The second term describes the
change in the measurements when holding the frequencies constant. In the second term, the constant frequencies come from the altered population,
because the consequences of the changed frame of
reference depend on the frequencies in the altered
population. We can express these partial changes

f (q, z) = P

1
.
i qi z i

(3)

Many population statistics depend on the frequencies and values across population subsets 9 . So we
should be able to write most population statistics
as some function, f . The change in f is
∆f = f (q0 , z0 ) − f (q, z).
Applying the same approach as in the derivation
of the classic Price equation, we can add f (q0 , z) −
f (q0 , z) = 0 to the expression above and then rearrange to obtain

 

∆f = f (q0 , z) − f (q, z) + f (q0 , z0 ) − f (q0 , z) ,
(4)
which may be expressed in the partial difference
notation as
∆f = ∆q f + ∆z f.
2
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Example

In the example of eqn 5, the ∆z term appears
in the numerator of the final right-hand side term.
That term can be expanded to evaluate hierarchically nested levels by the methods outlined here.

Using the example function in eqn 3 in the general
form of eqn 4, we obtain
 


1
1
1
1
+ 0 0− 0
,
−
∆f =
q0 · z q · z
q ·z
q ·z

Application

from which we can derive an expression that contains the standard partial change terms of the classic Price equation, normalized by the average values
of z, as


1
∆q · z q0 · ∆z
∆f = − 0
.
(5)
+
q ·z
z̄
z̄ 0

Several widely used population statistics do not
match the standard expected value form of the classic Price equation 9 . Our generalization provides a
way to partition changes in such statistics into frequency changes and measure changes. We discuss
the harmonic mean and the numbers equivalent of
a diversity index.
The harmonic mean of a measure yi has the form
of eqn 3 when we define zi as 1/yi . The expression
in eqn 5 partitions changes in the harmonic mean
into partial frequency change and partial measure
change components.
Harmonic means arise is various population biology applications. The carrying capacity of a polymorphic population can often be approximated by a
weighted harmonic mean of the carrying capacity of
each type 15 . Optimal residence times of consumers
may vary with the harmonic mean of the quality of
resources in a given patch 16 . When mating occurs
in local patches, the inbreeding level often follows
the harmonic mean number of females per patch 17 .
The numbers equivalent diversity index can be
expressed in the functional form of f (q, z) by defining zi = qip−1 and then writing

Using the partial change notion in eqn 2, we can
write


∆q z̄ ∆z z̄
1
∆f = − 0
+ 0 .
q · z z̄
z̄
This simple form emphasizes the partial change
expression. In many applications, these partial
change terms associate with the direct effects of selection on frequency changes and the indirect effects
of changes in measurement values during transmission.

Recursive Multilevel Expansion
The classic Price equation can be expanded recursively 13 . In eqn 1, the right-hand ∆z term is the
vector ∆zi over the index, i. Each ∆zi term may
itself be considered as the change in the average
value of z within the ith subset or group. Each of
those terms may be analyzed by the equation, in
which
∆z̄i = ∆qi · zi + q0i · ∆zi .

1

f (q, z) = (q · z) 1−p .
This numbers equivalent form provides a general
diversity expression that allows comparison of different diversity indices when expressed in common
units 18–21 .
Godsoe 5 used the classic Price equation to analyze the simpler arithmetic mean diversity index
f = q · z for zi = qip−1 for p 6= 1. They demonstrated the value of partitioning changes in diversity
into frequency change and measure change components to evaluate the role of selection in the dynamics of diversity. However, they could not generalize their results to the broader numbers equivalent
form of diversity because the classic Price equation

Each group indexed by i contains the next
level of nested subsets.
For example, zi =
z1|i , z2|i , . . . , z1|mi . Multilevel expansions have provided insight into many applications 4,13,14 .
We can hierarchically expand the generalized
form in eqn 4. In the third right-hand side term
of that equation, we write
f (q0 , z0 ) = f (q0 , z + ∆z),
in which ∆z = z0 − z. Now we have a ∆z term, to
which we can apply the classic Price equation.
3
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is limited to expected value statistics. We can now
use the generalized Price equation to partition the
change in the numbers equivalent diversity index.
8.

Conclusion
The classic Price equation has been applied to a
wide variety of problems 8 . Our results generalize
the equation to population statistics that can be
expressed as a function of frequencies and measurements. That generalization opens new problems for
study.
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